D-10-21-02

Date: October 19, 2021

Bulletin: All Dealers and Tag and Title Agencies

From: Business Licensing and Driver Instructional Services

RE: Return of Historic Title

This bulletin to provide guidance on how to request the return of an Historic Title.

If a customer is in the process of titling a historic vehicle in their name and they request to have the original title they submitted to be returned to them, it is a long-standing policy that we do allow them to keep it. The process is as follows:

- The request to have the title returned for historic purposes should be made when titling the vehicle. Please include this on the transmittal or in the notes if submitting via the eServices Portal. The purposes include displaying it at shows, parades, exhibitions etc.

- The customer agent will process the transaction and place in bin for pick up. Please note: If submitting via the eServices portal the TSA will need to bring the original title when picking up the paperwork.

- At that time the customer agent on the back of the title will neatly stamp or writes the words **Title Void – New Title Issued** followed by the handwritten new title number that was issued to the vehicle. A copy of the voided title will also be scanned into Customer Connect.

- Then the voided original title will be handed back to the TSA.

If you have any questions, please contact us at 410-787-2950 or mvablcsd@mva.maryland.gov.